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Product stewardship becomes visible

BKV can be regarded as the German plastics industry’s visible contribution

to embracing product stewardship. The entire value chain for plastics is

combined within BKV. Its shareholders are companies involved in the pro-

duction and processing of plastics as well as plastics machinery manufac-

turers. They take their product stewardship very seriously.

BKV deals with topics of resource efficiency. The way plastic waste is han-

dled is a key topic, but not the only one. Another major aspect tackled by

BKV covers innovative solutions offered by plastics for greater resource ef-

ficiency. 

On the subject of resource efficiency, BKV focuses its attention on a few

key areas. At present, for example, it is dealing with the legal framework

for recycling and approaches for preventing the increasing problem of ma-

rine litter. Market observation is a constant theme of the work done by BKV.

It also executes a number of limited projects and carries out the accompa-

nying public relations and networking functions.
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BKV. Platform for Plastics and Recovery

Focus on resource efficiency

At the end of 2012, BKV launched a far-reaching change management

process. Since then, BKV has had its own staff working on the further de-

velopment of the BKV.

The Vision:

Towards a competence platform

BKV. Competence platform for the plastics industry
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The starting point for the founding of BKV was marked

by the packaging regulations that came into force on

June 12, 1991 and made significant demands on product

stewardship. The "Duales System Deutschland (DSD)"

was then established as an industry initiative. Initially,

the VGK Verwertungsgesellschaft Gebrauchte Kunststoff-

verpackungen mbH served as the guarantor for the re-

cycling of sales packaging made of plastic, but its

functions were to be taken over two years later by the

DKR, the German Society for Plastics Recycling. 

Plastics producers, processors and machinery manufac-

turers founded BKV on September 15, 1993, and it be-

came a shareholder of the DKR in October 1993. 

Up until its interests were sold to DSD GmbH in 2005,

BKV assumed the product stewardship for the plastics

industry as the majority shareholder of the DKR. The cre-

ation of competition between more and more dual sys-

tems had made it necessary for BKV to withdraw from

the DKR. Since 2006, it has operated under the name

BKV Platform for Plastics and Recovery, and supports the

plastics industry with project and public relations activ-

ities on topics of product stewardship. On January 1,

2013, tecpol GmbH was integrated into BKV.



Forewords4

In the period under review, 2012/2013, BKV is

facing the biggest challenge of recent years:

its realignment as a competence platform.

With the integration of tecpol at the beginning of

2013, the work of the BKV platform has been

placed on a more solid footing. To adapt the func-

tions and tasks of BKV, a change management

process was initiated, actively accompanied by the

committee. With the vision of serving as a widely recognised competence

platform of the plastics industry on topics of resource efficiency, we are

moving forward a step at a time. We have a great deal of work ahead of

us. BKV is nevertheless on the right road to justify its ambitious claim. We

will be pleased to receive all kinds of critical comment that help us to foster

the process.

Rüdiger Klein 

Chairman of the BKV Committee

In its function as a Platform for Plastics and Recov-

ery, BKV has grown into a new role since 2006.

Since then, it has offered the entire industry the op-

portunity to exchange views and ideas on joint interests,

and this has frequently led to interesting new projects.

Since the beginning of this year, we now have our own

permanent staff and our own expertise. This introduces

clear structures into our project work, with the manage-

ment now in our own organisation. It facilitates planning and provides us

with a solid basis for further developing BKV into a recognised competence

platform. There are plenty of topics to deal with. Both in Berlin and in Brus-

sels, legal changes are on the agenda that will affect our industry. But also

topics such as the dumping of waste at sea are a major challenge which

we will tackle with our customary commitment and in close partnership

with the shareholders.

Dr Peter Orth

Managing Director of BKV



5The BKV committee

T
he committee is the statutory control

body of the company, which supervises

the management. Four members cur-

rently represent the plastics-producing industry

and four members the plastics-processing indus-

try. The committee meets four to six times a year,

listens to reports on the status of the projects

and finances, and decides on subsequent proce-

dures.

Chairman

Rüdiger Klein
(LyondellBasell)

Rainer Kolar
(Bischof + Klein)

Deputy Chairman

Bernhard Borgardt
(Oste-Druck)

John Ballantyne
(DOW)

Dr Jürgen Bruder
(IK)

Dr Melanie Maas-Brunner
(BASF)

Christian Rieß
(Borealis)

Günter Schwank
(GKV)



Change management process

The BKV Platform for Plastics and Recovery has only ex-

isted in this form since the beginning of 2006 (see "His-

tory of BKV" on p. 3). Without a permanent team of

employees and with a great deal of support from their

shareholders and the associations financing it, it took up

the matter of plastic waste recovery, initiated projects

on specific issues, and carried out public relations work

on these topics. 

This year – around six years on – saw a development that

opened the way to establishing a further refined plat-

form: the integration of tecpol on January 1, 2013. Since

then, BKV has had its own permanent staff and thus also

its own professional project management and subject-

specific expertise (see "BKV Team" on p. 7).

Vision & Mission

The BKV team and its committee saw the new develop-

ment as an opportunity not only to restructure the or-

ganisation but also to rethink its content. The

management and committee members formulated the

goal they wish to pursue with BKV in the future: 

The aim is to make BKV an industry platform that is

widely recognised by external stakeholders and experts

and reflects the entire value chain. Its content covers

the various facets of resource efficiency, with a clear

focus on the so-called "end-of-life" topics. BKV will in

future not actively operate in the field of plastics recov-

ery. Instead, its task is to make a convincing contribution

to the commitment of the plastics industry to product

stewardship.

Competence platform of the plastics industry

BKV has made considerable progress along this path. It

is already doing a great deal of valuable work in its func-

tion as the platform for the industry as a whole, coordi-

nating interests and developing joint strategies. There is

a much work still to be done to achieve long-term con-

solidation and establish it as a widely recognised com-

petence platform – and it will also mean further

changes!
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Daring to do something new!

The German plastics industry creates, develops and

operates an outstanding competence platform in the

competition for materials.



7BKV. The team

Angelika Müller is the BKV contact partner

for telephone inquiries and supports the

team in all administrative tasks. Prior to

this, she carried out similar functions at

PlasticsEurope Germany.

Dr Peter Orth, Managing Director

After studying chemistry and holding sev-

eral positions at Bayer, Dr Peter Orth was

Managing Director of PlasticsEurope

Deutschland e.V. for around 10 years. He

has been responsible for the business of

BKV (most of the time in a dual role) since

2001.

Ulrich Schlotter, Director Projects

Ulrich Schlotter has many years of

experience with end-of-life topics, which

he acquired initially with the Association

of Plastics Producers (VKE) – the

forerunner of PlasticsEurope. He then

spent more than 10 years at tecpol GmbH.

At BKV, he is head of project management,

looking after projects focusing on legal

topics and resource efficiency.

Stephanie Cieplik, Project Manager

Stephanie Cieplik was employed with

tecpol GmbH since 2008. A qualified

lawyer and project manager, she now

heads various BKV projects and provides

the necessary legal support. Her current

areas of focus are marine litter and market

research.

Uli Martin, 
Freelance communications consultant

Uli Martin is an experienced expert in

public relations on the topic of plastics

recovery. He has worked freelance for BKV

since 2006 and designs its communication

activities. Prior to that, he headed the

communications department of the

present-day DSD subsidiary, DKR.

Angelika Müller, Assistant



BKV. The Committees

The Technical Committee (TC)

The Technical Committee preforms valuable services for

the work of BKV. Experts from companies and associa-

tions belonging to the group of shareholders discuss and

evaluate ideas for projects and suggestions that have

been submitted to BKV or initiated by BKV itself. The

Committee makes recommendations and thus prepares

the Committee for its decision-making. Finally, with its

expertise, it accompanies the execution of the projects.

The Political Committee (PC)

The Political Committee is a valuable seismograph for

the orientation of BKV’s work. High-ranking representa-

tives from the political executive of the German states,

the German government and NGOs and associations pro-

vide helpful recommendations from different viewpoints

as to whether the orientation of BKV is correct and what

current trends and developments should be incorporated

into its work. This external view eliminates the risk of

becoming “professionally blinkered”.
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Klaus Wittstock, BASF SE, 
Spokesman for the Technical Committee

Dr Gottfried Jung, Ministerium für Wirtschaft,
Klimaschutz, Energie und Landesplanung Rheinland-
Pfalz, spokesman for the Political Committee

Valuable support



The BKV has expertise on the following topics and develops it further on an ongoing basis for its

shareholders:

> Waste management etc. 

� Market information, waste recovery statistics 

� Recovery chains: collection, sorting, reuse, markets

� Private vs. municipal disposal systems 

> Technologies etc. 

� Sorting, recovery, disposal

� Monitoring, evaluation, participation in development projects 

> Resource efficiency etc. 

� Use of waste as a source of raw materials, end-of-waste 

� Recovery / recycling quotas 

> Climate protection etc. 

� Contribution made by waste management towards reducing emissions 

� Carbon footprint

> Standardisation, indicators

� Plastics recovery and recycling, NAGUS etc. 

> (Marine) litter problems 

> Bio-plastics 

� Biodegradable plastics 

9BKV. The competencies

BKV expertise



BKV. Projects10

The heart of the work done by BKV is its projects. In the

interest of its shareholders, BKV builds up expertise on

a range of topics dealing with resource efficiency with

plastics. In doing so, we also support the political work

of the associations. 

Our resources are limited and must be deployed as ef-

fectively as possible. This means setting priorities in the

many different topics. 

The main topics for 2012/2013:

Building its expertise

Legal framework of waste management 

Resource efficiency 

Marine Litter 

Market research 

p.12

p.13

p.14/15

p.16/17
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Main focus: Legal framework of waste management

There are many laws and regulations governing how to

deal with the “end of life” of plastic products and who

should bear the costs. One of the main areas of BKV’s

work is to keep a close watch on the legislator’s propos-

als, accompany related discussions and provide profes-

sional support for the political work done by the trade

associations and federations. 

One topical example: With the EU Waste Framework Di-

rective and above all with its implementation in Ger-

many in the form of the Waste Management and

Product Recycling Act, the dual waste management sys-

tem is being called into question by, for example, market

players, impacted by local government. They want the

system to be reformed, leading to the creation of a mu-

nicipal authority financed by the industry’s value chain. 

BKV supports the political work of the trade associations

and accompanies their campaign to prepare for a “cen-

tral department”. Together with the Federal Association

of the German Food Industry (BVE), the German Retail

Federation (HDE) and the German Brands Association,

BKV established in 2012 a “Gesellschaft bügerlichen

Rechts” (company of civil law – GbR). As soon as legis-

lation on recyclable materials comes into force, a central

department will be created from this with the legal form

of a foundation. By founding the GbR beforehand, those

involved not only want to be well-prepared, they want

above all to make one thing clear to the outside world

at an early stage: that industry is willing to assume re-

sponsibility. 

In addition to the Waste Framework Directive, the EU

Commission published, in March 2013, a "Green Book

for a European strategy for plastic waste in the environ-

ment". This discussion paper addresses topics that go

well beyond the handling of waste. It covers raw mate-

rials, product properties such as plastics degradability,

and matters of health and consumer protection. BKV

supported the drawing up of a joint position of the plas-

tics industry, which can be obtained from BKV. 

In addition, BKV will analyse the Roadmap Review of

Waste Policy and Legislation, which aims to examine in

more detail the guidelines and directives that affect the

key areas of application of plastics. The following box

gives an overview of the core elements of the planned

monitoring.
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The legal regulations

Core elements of the review of the EU waste
policy and waste legislation:

1. A review of key targets in EU waste legislation (in
line with the review clauses in the Waste
Framework Directive, the Landfill Directive and the
Packaging Directive);

2. An ex-post evaluation ("fitness check") of five of
the EU Directives dealing with separate waste
streams: sewage sludge, PCB/PCT, packaging and
packaging waste, end of life vehicles, and batteries;

3. An assessment of how the problem of plastic
waste can best be tackled in the context of the
current waste policy framework. This will follow
on from the March 2013 Green Paper on Plastic
Waste1 that launches a wide-ranging public
consultation on the subject.
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We encounter the term “resource efficiency” more and

more frequently in matters of economics and industry.

As a rule, it is all about increasing or improving it. But

what does resource efficiency mean in concrete terms?

BKV intends to proceed systematically on this project

and to first try and clarify the basic aspects. Who means

what when they talk about resource efficiency? How can

we measure whether something has become more re-

source-efficient? What contribution can an optimised

waste management system make when it comes to

waste fractions with a high plastic content? There is ev-

idently no alternative to finding and agreeing on meas-

urable criteria. 

The first step towards tackling these questions is to at-

tend this year’s annual colloquium. The technical collo-

quium in September 2013 is organised jointly with the

Fraunhofer-Institut UMSICHT from Oberhausen, and is

focused very much on resource efficiency. Speakers from

well-known institutes, industry and administration will

take a look at plastics as a resource and discuss it from

their particular point of view. One of the topics will be

the criteria for measuring resource efficiency, which

have so far been lacking.

When is something resource-efficient?

Main focus: Resource efficiency



Main focus: Land-sourced litter

BKV has been working for more than two years together

with the Industrievereinigung Kunststoffverpackungen

(German Association for Plastic Packagings and Films –

IK), SwissPlastics (formerly KVS Kunststoff Verband

Schweiz) and the Association of the Austrian Chemical

Industry (FCIO) on the question of what can be done to

prevent the further discharge of plastic waste into the

sea from the land (land-sourced litter). 

The first step was for the central European alliance to

commission the Öko-Institut (Institute of Applied Ecol-

ogy) in Darmstadt to draw up a study entitled "Land-

sourced litter (LSL) in the marine environment", which

appeared at the beginning of 2012. This literature study

from the Öko-Institut offers a comprehensive and easy-

to-read overview of all the available studies that have

appeared to date on the subject of plastic waste in and

on the three European seas, North Sea, Baltic Sea and

Mediterranean Sea. A summary of the study can be

downloaded from www.bkv-gmbh.de.

Based on this, an expert workshop entitled "Land-

sourced litter: Avoidance of plastic waste in the sea"

took place in Berlin in March 2013, organised by the

Öko-Institut together with Team Ewen. The invited del-

egates at the workshop were experts from the fields of

plastics industry, trade, branded articles, disposal, recy-

cling, NGOs and politics. During the course of the work-

shop, the 45 or so delegates endeavoured to identify

initial measures for developing concrete options for ef-

fectively combating the discharge of waste at sea. Three

working groups on the topics "Further development of

materials and products", "Avoidance – what measures

can prevent littering?" and "Waste management – what

structures are needed?" offered plenty of room for dis-

cussion and exchanging ideas at a high level. 

BKV will now, during the course of 2013, evaluate and

discuss the results of the workshop with other parties

involved. At the same time, BKV intends to further pur-

sue in particular the matter of implementing the meas-

ures that were evolved during the workshop in the

individual work groups by the delegates. BKV’s main task

is to serve as a platform for the stakeholder dialogue on

the subject of marine litter.

Waste-free ocean

Apart from that, the BKV continues to sponsor the Eu-

ropean project "Waste-free ocean". The initiative of the

European Association of Plastics Converters EuPC aims

to fish out the plastic waste from coastal waters and

significantly reduce their presence in the oceans by the

year 2020. The President of the foundation is Anna Ros-

bach, Member of the European Parliament. After initial

pilot projects in France, Spain and Belgium, where fish-

ermen with special trawls collected marine waste ac-

companied by media representatives, further projects

have since been carried in Portugal, Denmark and Hun-

gary, and also outside Europe in Canada, Egypt and the

Dominican Republic.
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Less plastic waste in the sea
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Main focus: Market research

For many years, the so-called Consultic study has been

used as a generally acknowledged information basis by

decision-makers in politics, industry and science. The

broad acceptance of the data is also due to the broad

base of the publishers: The 2012 edition containing data

for 2011 was supported not only by BKV and PlasticsEu-

rope Deutschland, but also by the organisations within

the plastics and recovery industry, bvse, VDMA, IK and

RIGK.

The study appears every two years with data and facts

on the "Production, processing and recycling of plastics

in Germany". Consultic Marketing und Industrieberatung

GmbH from Alzenau has been compiling the study for

seventeen years now, and obtains data every year from

more than 2,000 companies and institutions. This makes

it easier to track the life cycle of plastic materials and

long-term developments.

Approaching 100 percent

As far as the recycling of plastic waste is concerned, the

data have always pointed in only one direction, namely

up. A look at the latest study, which was published in

2012 based on the data for 2011, shows a recovery rate

for Germany of nearly 100 percent if the recycling in 

energy-efficient waste incinerators with recovery of

thermal energy from the exhaust gases is included. This

is a remarkable result in several respects: First of all,

plastic waste in Germany is no longer dumped unused

on landfills, but is used as a resource. Furthermore, the

problem with littering is much lower in Germany than

elsewhere. Where waste management functions as well

as it does in Germany, the most important requirement

in the global battle against marine litter has already

been fulfilled (see also page 14, "Marine litter”).
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A secure basis

Plastics
production

(raw 
material)

20.70m t 

Export
-11.90m t

Production Processing and 
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Waste and 
recovery

Export Disposal
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Import
Import
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General overview of plastics in Germany in 2011
Production, processing, domestic consumption and recovery
of plastics

Developments in plastics recovery:
Plastics recovery quantities in the period 1994-2011
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Plastic as a resource

For 2011, the overall picture was

as follows: The volume of plastics

produced in Germany amounted

to 20.7 million metric tons, which

was around 3.7m t more than in

2009. The production of plastic

products in Germany accounted

for 11.9m t (2009: 10.7m t). The

amount of plastic waste was

5.45m t, an increase of 10.5 per-

cent compared with 2009. 

All the figures on the handling of

plastic waste show that it is

nowadays used almost entirely as

a resource. In 2011, 42 percent

went into mechanical recycling, 1

percent into feedstock recycling

and 56 percent into energy recov-

ery. 

A look at the period from 1984 to

2011 reveals significant develop-

ments:

> The volume of plastic waste rose from 2.8m t to approx.

5.45m t, an annual increase of around 4 percent. This

increase has taken place almost exclusively in the post-

consumer segment (5 percent per year). 

> Waste in the production and processing segment rose only

slightly despite the larger production and processing

volumes. This illustrates the effect of more efficient

processes. 

> Mechanical recycling in 2011 amounting to around 2.3m t

was around 83 percent above the figure for 1994, and has

thus increased at an annual rate of around 3.6 percent. 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Overall recovery ratio by weight 
for EU 27+2: 59,1%

Recycling

Energy recovery

Switzerland 23,9

Germany 32,7

Austria 26,4

Belgium 30,1

Sweden 34,3

Denmark 25,1

Norway 36,7

Netherlands 32,3

Luxembourg 17,7

France 19,2

Estonia 30,6

Slovakia 25,7

Italy 24,8

Czechia 31,7

Ireland 31,5

Finland 17,9

Hungary 20,1

Spain 25,5

Portugal 20,7

Poland 22,9

Slovenia 25,7

Romania 25,8

UK 19,9

Latvia 23,8

Lithuania 23,1

Bulgaria 14,4

Greece 17,6

Cyprus 12,6

Malta 10,7

99,7

98,6

97,3

96,4

95,9

95,9

94,4

92,5

92,3

60,9

55,0

51,6

50,9

47,6

47,5

47,1

41,1

40,7

38,3

38,2

34,0

31,6

27,3

24,9

22,4

19,7

> Feedstock recycling nowadays plays only a very

minor role in Germany. 

> With energy recycling, a relatively high percentage

of the plastic waste is nowadays used as a fuel

substitute (22 percent of the total).

The next Consultic study will appear in autumn 2014 with

data on production, processing and recovery.

See: 
Recovery of plastic waste in Europe 2011



BKV. Public relations

"Making product stewardship visible" means developing

expertise on specific technical topics, but it also means

reporting on the work being carried out and the results.

That is why public relations is another important area

for BKV. It reports not only on its own activities, but

keeps players in the plastics industry – internal and ex-

ternal – up-to-date on the latest BKV topics. For this

purpose, we make use of PR, the press and special

events, especially on the Internet and occasionally also

in print.

BKV-Aktuell – more than a newsletter

More and more users value this weekly information. In

compact form, BKV-Aktuell tells them at the beginning

of each week what appeared in the trade press in the

previous week on the subject of resource efficiency in

general and plastics recovery and recycling in particular.

Brief up-to-date reports and information on relevant

events underline the service character of this cost-free

information service. For many people, the newsletter is

quite simply a "tool" for staying consistently informed

(registration at www.bkv-gmbh.de).

BKV Colloquium – now in Duisburg

The BKV Colloquium has a long tradition. Over 20 years

ago, the "FKuR Colloquium" was launched in Krefeld to

discuss matters of plastics recovery and recycling. Since

2006, Fraunhofer UMSICHT and BKV have organised the

meeting under a joint flag. Acknowledged experts talk

about and discuss matters relating to the "Future of

plastics recovery", as the Colloquium is now called. It is

valued as a high-calibre "gem" on the event landscape. 
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Product stewardship becomes visible

At the Colloquium 2013, the range of participants and

topics will be expanded. "Resource efficiency" is to be

shifted to the centre of the discussion, whereby topics

of plastics recovery and recycling will continue to be

well represented. This is intended to show that plastics

are making a contribution to resource efficiency in sev-

eral ways – not only (but also) as waste. With the

change of venue, we also want to induce other people

to attend who have until now not come to Krefeld. The

new domicile for this meeting of experts is the "Haus

der Unternehmer" in Duisburg.

Valuable information – in print and on-line

The Internet has become the prime source of informa-

tion for us all. For this reason, the www.bkv-gmbh.de

site is of major importance for BKV's public relations

work. There, clearly arranged information on the main

projects, latest news and many other useful hints can

be found on a variety of topics concerning plastics and

waste recovery. In some cases, however, it is nice to be

able to hold something tangible – like our brochures on

the key topic of marine litter (see page 14).
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A. Schulman GmbH

Akzo Nobel GmbH

Amoco Chemical (Europe) S.A.

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Kunststoffe und Folien GbR

Baerlocher GmbH

Basell Polyolefine GmbH

BASF Lampertheim GmbH

BASF Polyurethanes GmbH

BASF SE

Bayer MaterialScience AG

Bischof + Klein GmbH & Co. KG

Borealis GmbH 

Borealis Polymere GmbH

Bryholm Kunststofftechnik GmbH 

Dow Olefinverbund GmbH

Dürrmann GmbH & Co. KG

Eastman Chemical B.V.

Etimex Primary Packaging GmbH

Evonik Degussa GmbH

ESSO Deutschland GmbH 

GKV Gesamtverband Kunststoffverarbeitende Industrie
e.V.

Greif Germany GmbH

Heuchemer Verpackung GmbH & Co. KG

IK – Industrievereinigung Kunststoffverpackungen e.V.

Industrieverband Kunststoffbahnen e.V.

INEOS Films GmbH

INEOS Manufacturing Deutschland GmbH 

INEOS Vinyls Deutschland GmbH

Kaberit GmbH

Mauser-Werke GmbH

MKF-Folien GmbH Minderjahn + Kiefer

Nordfolien GmbH

Plastomatic AG

Polimeri Europa GmbH

Repsol Chemie Deutschland GmbH

Rexam Petainer Lidköping AB 

RPC Neutraubling GmbH

RPC Packaging Belgium N.V. 

RPC Wiko GmbH

SABIC Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG

Schütz GmbH & Co KGaA 

Seufert Verpackungen GmbH

SOLVIN GmbH & Co. KG

Strubl KG Kunststoffverpackungen

SULO Emballagen GmbH

Superfos Deutschland GmbH

TOTAL Petrochemicals & Refining SA/NV 

Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e.V.
(VDMA)

Weener Plastik AG

BKV. The shareholders
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